
Acting it Out – Filling the Formula for Positive Change 
 
Have you ever secretly wanted to be a superstar? This is your chance to shine!  
 
In this activity, you will be taking a serious environmental issue and expressing it through 
humorous drama. You’ll be using familiar plot formulas from television shows, and 
creating a brief 5-10 minute sketch.  
 
First, you will pick one of the major issues listed below: 
 
Climate Change 
 
Overpopulation 
 
Desertification 
 
Poverty 
 
Overconsumption 
 
Pollution 
 
Deforestation 
 
Overfishing 
 
Unsustainable Food Production 
 
Endangered Species 
 
Outsourcing of Industrial Processes 
 
Activist Burnout  
 
Then, choose a formula to express the issue. The eight formulas given on the following 
page list some popular TV formulas to turn your issue into a sketch. Feel free to add or 
invent your own. You could have a mock nature special, tracking the hunting behavior of 
an obsessive shoe-shopper in their native habitat, a gansta-rap music video about 
pollution, a CSI-style crime drama about where all the fish have disappeared to or 
psychologist resolving issues with traumatized factory-farm chickens.  
 
We will be giving you 30 minutes in your group to plan your sketches. Then, each group 
will have 10 minutes to perform. Every person in your group must be actively involved 
and have a role to play, however not every person has to speak.  
 
To help you plan your performance, and to help the audience enjoy it with a critical eye, 
we will use the attached informal rubric.  
 
 



 
FORMULAS 
THE SOAP OPERA / TELENOVELA 
 
This formula is characterized by over-the-
top drama. Secret revelations, undercover 
affairs, hospital-bed confessions, and 
overacting are hallmarks of this style. 
 

THE NEWSCAST 
 
This is characterized by a straight-laced 
unflappable cast of script-holding 
newscasters, cutting to various stories from 
‘reporters in the field’ interviewing 
‘ordinary people’. As well as breaking 
headlines, feel free to have reporters who 
cover sports, leisure or weather. 
 

THE REALITY SHOW 
 
The success of this formula is based on 
challenges. E.G. “Seven people are trapped 
on a traffic island on Interstate Highway 
10, where they will spend the next 3 
weeks…” People with diverse viewpoints, 
differing skills and varied approaches to 
conflict and resolution are forced to work 
together. Confessionals, backstabbing, 
alliances and competition provide the 
hooks for the audience.   
 

THE MUSICAL 
 
This formula weaves song-and-dance with 
a typically thin plotline. This style allows 
the creators to use song and dance to 
entertain with relatively little material – a 
dramatic line about the ice-caps melting 
can become a 5 minute musical 
extravaganza.  

ADVERTISEMENT 
 
This formula is focused on a product or 
service. It can include a bouncy jingle, 
testimonials, and pithy catchphrases. There 
is a wide range of possibilities from the 
sensual whispers of perfume ads, to the 
overly enthusiastic hawking of 
infomercials.  
 

COURT TV 
 
In this formula, a no-nonsense judge is the 
arbiter of a dispute between the parties. 
With taglines like “The crimes are real, the 
decisions are final!”, these shows appeal to 
audiences by focusing on petty quarrels 
between folks with poor conflict resolution 
skills, making us feel better about our own 
lives and decisions.  
 

LATE NIGHT TALKSHOW 
 
In this formula, celebrity guests (or invited 
guests) are invited to sit on an easychair 
and enjoy comfortable, witty banter with a 
host. It can include silly vignettes that 
include everything from what is sold on 
EBay to asking random questions to people 
on the street.  

THE SITUATION COMEDY 
 
This formula takes a scene from ordinary 
life (waiting at the laundromat,  ordering 
fast food), and engages the audience by 
adding goofy characters or unusual 
circumstances. 

 



 
Quality What did you like? What could be 

improved? 
Rating:1(worst) 
to 10 (best) 

The performance was 
strongly centered around 
an environmental issue. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Every member of the 
group was actively 
involved in the 
performance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

The performance 
incorporated humor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

The performance was 
creative and engaging.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

You could easily see, 
hear and understand the 
performers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 


